
LED display solutions for DOOH

SCREEN YOUR BRAND

Screen your dreams



Transform the way customers see your busi-
ness. DOOH advertising displays allow 
brands to be seen, enhance their reputation, 
generate tra!c at points of sale and stand 
out from the competition. 

Inspiring screens for engaging your audience



To gain engagement with your customers, you 

must offer excellent visibility, expert execution 

and dedication to customer success in order to 

secure con!dence in your technology and 

services.

When it comes to digital signage displays, the 

strength of visualisation is to combine 

technical characteristics with aesthetic and 

marketing needs, creating realistic views of the 

results.



SCREEN YOUR SPACES

Commercial and corporate buildings

The !rst contact with your audience: workers, 

customers, suppliers and visitors. Customised 

displays allow the communication of 

corporate or brand messages in a visually 

engaging way.

Retail & shopping

At retail stores and shopping centres, 

INFiLED´s DOOH solutions highlight goods 

and services to increase sales and build 

brand awareness.

Airports and transport

In transport and high-traf!c venues, DOOH 

displays provide interactive advertising for 

multiple brands, increasing engagement and 

revenue.

Travellers, as well as passers-by, can view 

diverse content delivered in a visually 

engaging format.

Hospitality

Hotels, restaurants and spas seek to enhance 

their guests' stay. Large format screens offer 

a memorable experience. 

Reach your audience at the right place and moment every 
time. INFiLED displays are the best canvas to promote, 
inform and inspire. 

Screens and content united to cause impact



Sporting venues

Sporting venues have been using displays for 

some time to show scores and capture great 

moments. 

Our solutions provide new ways of using digital 

signage to build up fan engagement and 

excitement and offer better sporting 

experiences.

INFiLED displays are the best canvas for creating 
inspiring immersive experiences for everyone.

Turn your outdoor space into an 
immersive experience



At INFiLED we use technology for 
people through an informing and 
entertaining visual experience, 
making your message stand out.

HUMAN CENTRIC SCREENS

Immersive experiences

Out-of-home displays require more effective 

solutions that allow companies to create 

engaging experiences for their audiences;

informing and entertaining as well as assisting 

and guiding guests and enhancing the 

customer experience. Screens can be placed 

in high-traf!c areas to make shopping 

experiences more enjoyable and any venue 

easier to navigate.

High visual performance

All INFiLED solutions offer the highest 

performance in the visual reproduction of 

content and an extremely comfortable 

viewing experience, being the best medium 

for all your display content.

Our screens are a reliable and robust choice 

under any light and weather conditions.

Engage your customers



Flexibility

These screens with creative shapes and 

excellent colour accuracy create unique visual 

effects and provide an eye-catching experience 

for the audience.

Technology allows the development of 

tailor-made display solutions to suit all kinds of 

weather conditions and environments.

Sustainability

Aware of the need for sustainable development, 

at INFiLED we work on more energy-ef!cient 

solutions.

Excellent thermal management of all the 

display's electronic components allows faster 

heat dissipation and energy saving, extending its 

service life.



CUSTOMIZED DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

Thin & lightweight

Designed with an aluminium pro!le 

system frame that is much more 

durable and stable than traditional 

magnesium panels. 

Durability

Made resistant to perform in variable 

weather conditions and subjected to 

wet and corrosive elements. Front 

and rear IP65 waterproo!ng levels 

ensure smooth and reliable 

operation under variable and 

extreme weather conditions.

Modular systems

Modular compositions can be 

adapted to the speci!c needs 

and formats of each display.

High visibility in any 
conditions

All INFiLED solutions offer 

excellent visual performance 

with a high refresh rate and 

extraordinary colour 

expression even in the most 

challenging conditions.

Boosting customer engagement and purchases around the 
world with our customised solutions, designed for diverse 
conditions and environments.

If you can create it, you can display it



Better consumption

Lower power consumption 

makes it ideal for energy 

saving in all day operating 

solutions, extending its 

lifespan.

Smart solutions

The Global Display 

Monitoring System (DMS) 

allows remote live monitoring 

of the screen �s key working 

conditions and functionality, 

from anywhere in the world.

Easy service access

Easy front and rear access 

for maintenance of any 

module.



PRODUCT RANGE

Outstanding DOOH display solutions for a wide array of 
applications in all di"erent areas and environments.

Showcase your world in in!nite ways

Lightweight yet robust, high-performance, good 

value for money LED solution for !xed indoor and 

outdoor installations.

The MV Series is a value-added solution suitable 

for a wide range of !xed advertising applications, 

including city squares, commercial pedestrian 

zones and transport hubs. Featuring a slim and 

lightweight aluminium pro!le system frame, the MV 

Series offers an ideal balance between weight and 

durability to withstand harsh environmental factors 

such as direct UV rays, varying temperatures, 

constant vibrations and severe weather 

conditions. 

A reliable choice for DOOH providing exceptional 

and vivid image quality with high brightness, high 

refresh rate and high contrast under any light 

condition. 

Fixed indoor and outdoor installations

MV SERIES

Pixel Pitch Indoor: 2.9, 3.9, 5.9, 7.8mm
Outdoor: 2.9, 3.9, 5.9,6.9, 7.8, 

10.4, 12.5mm

1.000 - 10.000nits

500x500, 500x1000,
1000x500, 1000x1000mm

Brightness

Cabinet size 
(WxHxD)



The MV EDGE series is a great solution for 

installations requiring smooth curves and comes 

as an addition to the standard INFiLED MV 

series. It is designed for !xed outdoor convex 

applications. 

Each module measures 125x250 mm, allowing it 

to form smooth curves while connected 

seamlessly to a larger "at MV LED display. High 

brightness, high contrast ratio and high refresh 

Pixel Pitch

Brightness

Cabinet size 
(WxHxD)

5.9, 7.8, 10.4mm

5.000nits

1000x1000x92mm

rate guarantee clear and sharp images under 

any light conditions. With a low power 

consumption of just 180 W/m2, the MV EDGE 

series is an energy-ef!cient and cost-saving 

solution. A reliable choice for DOOH which 

provides exceptional and expressive image 

quality with high brightness, refresh rate and 

contrast under any light condition.

MV EDGE



Screen your dreams

Visit INFILED's EMEA Showroom in Barcelona:
Avinguda Diagonal 361 - Local 2

08037 Barcelona, Spain

For more information, contact:
info.in!led@emea.com
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